As you explore the museum, try to answer all of these scavenger hunt questions.

1. Locate a typical Wintu dwelling. What is this dwelling called?

2. Pull out a map or two from the map drawer in “People of the Sacramento River” exhibit, and write down one thing you learned from them about California.

3. Our Lego tarantula has gotten loose! Can you help us find it?

4. Name one use of the Shasta Dam.

5. Find a fossil in the museum. Tell us what it is and where you found it.
6. Don’t forget to see our beaver, Timber! Beavers like Timber have teeth that are especially strong thanks to an extra substance not found in our teeth. What is this?

7. Is fire always bad? Find one or two ways fire can be used in a positive manner.

8. Find one animal in the river lab that uses toxins to protect itself or catch prey.

9. Find one fungus in the museum. Hint: The “At the Edge of the River” exhibit includes panels that slide out, revealing underground activities.

10. Find a rock that grows slowly over time with the help of dripping water.